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FUNKY PHYSICS: MAGNETIC MAYHEM
Come explore the FUN’kiest physics topic of all time, Magnets! Join us for an exciting day of discovering
how and why magnets behave in such cool ways. Explore magnetic fields’ attracting and repelling forces,
confuse compass needles, magnetize paper clips, discover magnet's gravity defying abilities, and witness
first hand Earth’s magnetic properties. Take a magnet through a maze and
discover why magnets can levitate and float. Experiment with NASA’s Ferro fluid
that looks like it belongs in outer space, build a speaker, race a maglev train, use
electromagnetic force to make motorized devices, spin magnetic wheels on a rail,
launch a canon powered by magnets, and discover the importance and use of
magnets in many of today’s technologies. Make and take home a 'one pole'
electric motor and Magnetic Putty that creeps slowly toward your very own
magnet!

FIZZ’-ICAL PHENOMENA

***This Camp Day Has NO Overlap with Our “Radical Reactions” Chemistry Camp.
Want to discover what those crazy chemists are really up to in their laboratories?
If so, then we invite you to join us for this radical day of chemistry where we will
mix it up with "fizz"-ical and chemical reactions! We’ll have a ton of fun as we whip
up potions that will make us realize why chemistry is phenomenal. Some reactions
will include those that give off heat (exothermic), reactions that require heat
(endothermic), reactions that proceed at a very fast pace, reactions that “go too
far” and must try to return “home” (to equilibrium), and reactions that proceed in
spite of the fact that they shouldn’t. Experiments will be conducted with electrolysis, catalysts,
electro-chemistry, electrical currents using chemical systems (exactly as a battery does), and
electro-plating pennies and nickels! Campers take home a “Rainbow in a Tube” and make a “Crystal
Garden”. You’ll be pushing the limits of chemistry in this camp day!

POWER UP!
Come “Power Up” your mind with Mad Science in this exciting camp day all about energy
and power! Explore how energy can be transferred from one object to another by
converting solar energy to electric power and harnessing the sun’s heat to bake nachos.
Converting the energy all around us into power continues as we build wind powered
generators to energize electric vehicles, make a fuel cell turn water to electricity,
make solar powered cars move, control micro-hydro generators, experiment with
thermoelectric devices, assemble chemical battery components to power a fan, and snap
together alternative energy circuits! Campers will get active and go on an “electron run”
to learn how electrons flow to create electricity. This camp day is jammed pack with

exploratory devices that demonstrate the coolest technologies in the world for generating power!
Campers will build their very own solar powered car to take home. In this interactive camp the energy
and fun does not stop or start, but it goes on and on!
	
  

LASER MANIA
Did you know that light travels at about 186,282 miles per second? Well,
we can’t travel this fast, but we will have some fun slowing light down,
bending it, bouncing it, and diffracting it! Get a chance to see lasers in a
new light! We will create laser light patterns, mix rainbows, break up
light, use lasers to create fun effects, mix colors, rock out with fiber
optic rods, and build fiber-optic communication circuits. We will ramp up
this day by doing an active game photon race and outdoor laser tag
games. Science and engineering will also merge as we analyze the
technological uses of lasers by creating 3D laser holograms, use a beam
of light to send music across the room, test different colored lasers on phosphorescent sheets, use
oscilloscopes, and bounce messages through space using a laser maze. Campers will take home their own
light investigation toolkit to continue their high-energy sensory experience at home!

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
Let’s get charged up about the science of electricity! Learn to
answer questions such as what are electrons and what materials
conduct electricity. Get hands-on with exciting activities like series
circuit boards, Snap Circuit Lights, conductive pens that allow you
to create custom circuit projects, and light up your life with
Circuit Stickers to create electronic circuits with LEDs. Get
creative with Squishy Circuit Kits, creating circuit inventions using
conducting and insulating dough, LED’s, and running motors! Once
you master circuits, learn all about static electricity! Use your new know-how to experiment with a
small handheld Van de Graff Generator. Use this powerful static generator to bend a thin stream
of water, move a conductive cylinder, create electric wind, and send flying saucers shooting in the
air. After this awesome day of electrifying science, you will begin to see the world with a circuitsavvy eye. Children take home a series circuit project.

Mad Science of Maine
105 Main Street
South Portland, ME 04106

	
  

Website: www.maine.madscience.org
E-mail: info@madsciencemaine.com

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  

